We study exact tests for (2 x 2) and (2 x 3) contingency tables, in particular exact chisquared tests and exact tests of Fisher type. In practice, these tests are typically carried out without randomization, leading to reproducible results but not exhausting the significance level. We discuss that this can lead to methodological and practical issues in a multiple testing framework when many tables are simultaneously under consideration as in genetic association studies.
Introduction
Statistical inference in contingency tables is ubiquitous in genetic association analyses. In particular, depending on the hypothesized underlying genetic model, an analysis of the association between a dichotomous endpoint (like the diagnosis of a disease) and a bi-allelic set of potentially predictive genetic markers can be formalized statistically by a family of tests for association in (2 x 2) or (2 x 3) contingency tables. For a more detailed discussion of the appropriate choice of table layout according to genetic modeling, see, for instance, Chapter 10 in the textbook by Ziegler and König (2006) .
Although the theory of exact tests for contingency table analyses can be traced back to Fisher (1922) , it continues to pose a challenge for researchers today. Among other things, this is due to unexpected but very interesting phenomena originating from the discreteness of the testing problem. For instance, Finner and Straßburger (2001a,b) showed that the power of contingency table-based tests for association is not monotonic in the sample size. Furthermore, discrete tests are typically carried out without randomization in practice, ensuring reproducible test results but not exhausting the significance level. While this is acceptable for a single comparison, it becomes a serious issue if many contingency tables rather than a single one must be considered simultaneously, as has frequently been done in recent studies. In the latter case, multiplicity correction arises as a further difficulty.
In this article, we will first demonstrate that the performance (in terms of multiple power that we define formally at the end of Section 2) of many modern data-adaptive plug-in multiple tests deteriorates dramatically when discretely distributed p-values are used. Then, we will propose a convenient remedy, focusing on a specific setting for an association study throughout our work: we assume that all markers with alleles that have been successfully identified (i. e., genotyped) will be evaluated simultaneously with respect to their association with a dichotomous phenotype in a confirmatory analysis (no further independent replication study, strong control of the family-wise error rate). Moreover, we assume that the study may consist of two stages: A screening stage and a validation stage, with independent data. From the statistical perspective, this two-stage approach has already been described in detail by Wasserman and Roeder (2009) and Meinshausen et al. (2009) . The present article proposes several improvements in statistical inference methods for contingency table analyses under this setting.
In genetic association studies, binary single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are typically used as genetic markers. Our proposed methodology can be applied to SNP studies, but is also suitable for treating more complex markers such as copy number variations (CNVs) of sections of the deoxyribonucleic acid, as long as the CNVs have the same binary status as SNPs as considered by McCarroll et al. (2008) , for example.
The paper is organized as follows. We will briefly describe classical methods for contingency table analyses under the assumptions mentioned above in Section 2. Experienced readers may skip this section, because it has mainly repetitive character. Section 3 will then present our main contributions: first, we propose various ways to improve the classical strategies while still maintaining tight FWER control; then, we discuss a new algorithm that bundles these approaches. The behavior of the new algorithm in the case of small systems of hypotheses will be investigated by means of Monte Carlo-simulations in Section 4. Details on the necessary computational steps, on numerical feasibility and on resource-efficient implementations will be given in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to applications of the new method to real-life data sets for type II diabetes and Crohn's disease. We conclude with a discussion in Section 7.
Classical approaches

Notational setup
In what follows, M denotes the number of considered markers. Note that markers can be both genotyped (observed) or imputed (i. e., estimated using population genetics techniques and a priori information from a reference population, see Marchini et al. (2007) , Willer et al., 2008) . Imputed marker genotypes usually have a very high degree of certainty, so they are widely considered as regular observed genotypes (cf. Howie et al. (2009) , Li et al. (2010) , The 1000 Genomes Consortium, 2010). We assume that the two rows of the tables under consideration correspond to the phenotype (typically, the disease status) and their (two or three) columns contain the marker counts. Since we want to treat the cases of (2 × 2) and (2 × 3) tables simultaneously all along the way, we will denote by n the vector containing all the (given) marginals of the table. Therefore, n can have different dimensionality depending on the context. In the (2 × 2) table case, we have n = (n 1. , n 2. , n .1 , n .2 ) ∈ N 4 while we have n = (n 1. , n 2. , n .1 , n .2 , n .3 ) ∈ N 5 in the (2 × 3) table case. In both cases, we define the number of observational units by N = n 1. + n 2. . In the case of a (2 × 3) table, N is therefore equal to the number of individuals in the study, while it equals the number of alleles (twice the number of study participants) in the case of a (2 × 2) table. Accordingly, an observed table will be denoted by x taking the form x = x 11 x 12 x 21 x 22 ∈ N 2×2 in case of a (2 × 2)
table and x = x 11 x 12 x 13 x 21 x 22 x 23 ∈ N 2×3 in the (2 × 3) case. Although we aim at analyzing M > 1 of such tables simultaneously, we abstain from further indexing whenever possible in order to increase readability. At a given genetic locus numbered by i ∈ {1, . . . , M}, we want to test the null hypothesis H 0 of no association of phenotype and genetic marker i against its alternative hypothesis H 1 that phenotype and marker i are associated. We will assume that the two-sided alternative hypothesis H 1 is considered, unless stated otherwise. In any case, the conditional probability of observing x given n under H 0 will be denoted by f (x|n) and is (in a compact, self-explaining notation) given by
In the remainder of this section, we review two common testing strategies for evaluating a single contingency table. A detailed survey of exact methods for contingency table analyses is provided by Agresti (1992) . Moreover, we describe classical methods to control errors if many of such tables are simultaneously under consideration. The latter is important if many markers shall be tested with respect to their association with a dichotomous phenotype under the scope of one study (including meta analyses).
Marginal tests for a single contingency table
The chi-squared statistic Q for assessing association of the phenotype and the genetic marker from the observed data x is given by
where r runs over the rows and c over the columns of x and the numbers e rc = n r. n .c /N denote the expected cell counts given N and the marginal counts contained in n. Large values of Q(x) are in favor of the alternative hypothesis that phenotype and genetic marker are associated. If N is small and a confirmatory analysis with strict type I error control is required, it is not recommendable to employ the asymptotic χ 2 distribution of Q for inferential purposes, cf. Weir (1996) , Wigginton et al. (2005) . An exact test guaranteeing conservative type I error control is based on the p-value
where the summation is carried out over all tablesx with marginals n for which
An exact test of Fisher-type for testing H 0 against H 1 bases its decision directly upon x and utilizes a p-value
where the summation is now carried out over all tablesx with marginals n for which f (x|n) ≤ f (x|n). Again, a corresponding level α test is given by ϕ Fisher (x) = 1 p Fisher (x)≤α .
For our approach of realized randomized p-values, presented in Section 3.2, it turns out that the chi-squared and Fisher-type testing strategies are convenient to handle.
Multiplicity correction
Let us assume a statistical model (Ω, A , (P ϑ ) ϑ ∈Θ ) parametrized by ϑ ∈ Θ. In an association study under the setup described in Section 2.1, we consider a parameter vector ϑ = (ϑ i , i = 1, . . . , M). Given the marginals n i for every of the M tables under consideration, the meaning and the dimensionality of the marginal parameter ϑ i is dependent on if a (2 × 2)-or a (2 × 3)-table is considered. In the (2 × 2)-table case, both the genotype G i (say) at genetic position i and the phenotype Y are binary and ϑ i may be formalized by the probability that both G i and Y equal zero or, equivalently, by the odds ratio (see Chapter 10 in Ziegler and König, 2006) . In the (2 × 3)-table case, ϑ i is two-dimensional and can be formalized by any pair of expected cell counts in the (2 × 3)-table corresponding to locus i, where the cells are not located in the same column. Multiple hypotheses testing is concerned with testing a family H = (H i , i ∈ I) of hypotheses regarding the parameter ϑ with corresponding alternatives K i = Θ \ H i , where I denotes an arbitrary index set. In the association study case, every genetic locus i reflects one hypothesis, namely, that G i is stochastically independent of Y . Therefore, we simply have I = {1, . . . , M}. For example, in the case of allelic tests in (2 × 2)-tables, this hypothesis translates to the parameter ϑ i in that we test the point hypothesis that the odds ratio equals 1. Let I 0 ≡ I 0 (ϑ ) ⊆ I denote the index set of true hypotheses in H , ϕ = (ϕ i , i ∈ I) a multiple test procedure for H , and V (ϕ) the number of false rejections of ϕ, i. e., V (ϕ) = ∑ i∈I 0 ϕ i . The classical multiple type I error measure is the family-wise error rate, FWER for short, and can (for a given ϑ ∈ Θ) be expressed as FWER ϑ (ϕ) = P ϑ (V (ϕ) > 0). There exist various principles for constructing multiple tests controlling the FWER, meaning that sup ϑ ∈Θ FWER ϑ (ϕ) ≤ α for a pre-defined significance level α, like the intersection-union principle, the closed test principle or the partitioning principle. However, they all rely on a pre-defined structure of H . A universal, but often conservative method is based on the union bound and is referred to as "Bonferroni correction" in the multiple testing literature. Assuming that |I| = M, the Bonferroni correction carries out each individual test ϕ i , i ∈ I, at (local) level α/M. In case that joint independence of all M marginal test statistics can be assumed, the Bonferroni-corrected level α/M can be enlarged to the "Šidák-corrected" level 1 Finally, we define I 1 ≡ I 1 (ϑ ) = I \ I 0 , M 1 = |I 1 |, S(ϕ) = ∑ i∈I 1 ϕ i and refer to the expected proportion of correctly detected alternatives, i. e., power ϑ (ϕ) = E ϑ [S(ϕ)/ max(M 1 , 1)], as the multiple power of ϕ under ϑ . If the structure of ϕ is such that ϕ i = 1 p i ≤t * for a common, possibly data-dependent threshold t * , then the multiple power of ϕ is isotone in t * .
Improving the classical approaches
In Sarkar (2008a) and the subsequent discussion papers by Romano et al. (2008) , Sen (2008) , and Sarkar (2008b) , three main challenges of modern multiple testing theory and practice are mentioned: Departure from uniform distribution of pvalues under null hypotheses, appropriately taking into account dependency structures among marginal tests, and the "large M, small N" problem. We agree with this diagnosis and present some solutions under the scope of our general setup in this section.
Estimation of the proportion of informative markers
Since the index set of true hypotheses I 0 ≡ I 0 (ϑ ) ⊆ I depends on the unknown parameter ϑ , it is in practice not possible to control the FWER at level exactly α. The Bonferroni as well as theŠidák method bound the FWER trivially by considering I instead of I 0 . In other words, these methods work under the "worst case" assumption that all M hypotheses are true. Modern (data-) adaptive multiple testing methods try to improve upon that by pre-estimating the number M 0 = |I 0 | or the proportion π 0 = M 0 /M, respectively, of true hypotheses in H and replace M in α loc. by the resulting estimationM 0 . It goes beyond the scope of this paper to survey all the concurring estimation techniques that are proposed in the multiple testing literature. We therefore defer the reader to the introduction in Finner and Gontscharuk (2009) .
Maybe, the still most popular though, as well, the most ancient estimation technique goes back to Schweder and Spjøtvoll (1982) . It relies on a tuning parameter λ ∈ [0, 1). Denoting the empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf.) of the M marginal p-values byF M , the proposed estimator from Schweder and Spjøtvoll (1982) can be written asπ
There exist several possible heuristic motivations for the usage ofπ 0 . 
We will refer to this property in the discussion of Theorem 1 in Section 4.
Realized randomized p-values
The p-values defined in Section 2.2 are under null hypotheses stochastically larger than a uniformly distributed random variable on the interval [0, 1]. This can have a massively negative impact on the multiple power of multiple testing procedures when operating with these p-values. Especially, many estimation techniques for π 0 , including the Schweder-Spjøtvoll method described in the previous section, typically fail to work properly if the assumption of uniformly distributed p-values under null hypotheses is violated. This has been demonstrated in Finner et al. (2010) in the context of a discrete model with one-dimensional marginal parameters. A way out of this dilemma consists in usage of so-called "realized randomized p-values" as defined and explained by Finner and Straßburger (2007) and Finner et al. (2010) . Although they were originally derived in terms of randomized tests, we define them here in a more general way as follows. : Lehmann and Romano (2005) . How to calculate p-values that are compatible with such tests is, however, a topic that is still vividly discussed in the scientific community, as the discussion of Finner and Straßburger (2007) and the recent works by Rüschendorf (2009) and Habiger and Peña (2011) show.
Definition 1 Let a statistical model
(Ω, A , (P ϑ ) ϑ ∈Θ ) beΩ × [0, 1] → [0, 1] fulfilling that P ϑ 0 (p rand. (X,U) ≤ t) = t for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Remark 1 It has to be mentioned at this point that randomized tests are known for a long time in the statistical literature and, for instance, build the basis for the Neyman-Pearson theory of uniformly most powerful (unbiased) tests, cf., for example, Chapter 3 in the textbook by
The following lemma, which is a direct consequence of our more general theorem in Appendix II, provides a convenient method to compute realized randomized p-values based on the exact tests introduced in Section 2.2.
Lemma 2 Based upon the two testing strategies described in Section 2.2, corresponding realized randomized p-values can be calculated as
In order to illustrate the necessity to work with realized randomized pvalues in the estimation procedure described in Section 3.1, we derived Figure  1 . The dashed curve in Figure 1 depicts the ecdf. of approximately 1, 800 nonrandomized p-values computed from (2 × 3)-contingency tables with the Fishertype testing strategy, making use of data from approximately 2, 500 randomly chosen participants in the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium study for the Crohn's disease endpoint. We will provide more detail on the underlying study in Section 6.2 below. It can clearly be seen that the dashed curve partly lies below the diagonal in the unit square (which is displayed as the dotted line in Figure 1 ), meaning that the empirical distribution of the observed non-randomized p-values is stochastically larger than uniform for a non-negligible proportion of markers. For comparison, we plotted the ecdf. of the corresponding realized randomized pvalues as the solid curve in Figure 1 . After a steep increase in a neighborhood of the origin, it behaves linearly because of the defining property of realized randomized p-values, cf. Definition 1. Consequently, applying the estimator given in equation (1) to the p-values corresponding to the solid curve, we obtain a reasonable upper bound ofπ 0 (0.5) = 0.82 for the proportion of true null hypotheses, while the estimation procedure based on the dashed curve is almost completely uninformative and leads toπ 0 (0.5) = 0.9685. Let us emphasize here that this discrepancy is not due to artifacts like, for instance, low sample size or low minor allele frequencies, but due to the inherent discreteness problem of the statistical model. 
Effective number of tests
Dependencies among the marginal (per marker) tests can be utilized to relax the multiplicity correction for the overall analysis. In order to motivate this heuristically, let us assume that the set of markers indexed by I = {1, . . . , M} can be decomposed into disjoint groups with indices in the subsets I g , g ∈ {1, . . . , G} of I. For the moment, we now make the (unrealistic) assumption that markers within each of the subsets corresponding to the I g 's are perfectly correlated in the sense that for each g ∈ {1, . . . , G} and for any pair (i, j) ⊆ I g the identity {ϕ i = 1} = {ϕ j = 1} holds, where ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ M ) is an arbitrary multiple test for the association test problem at hand. This assumption has the interpretation that in the g-th marker subgroup all tests assess the same information and therefore, "effectively" only one single test is performed in the subgroup. Denoting i(g) = min I g for g = 1, . . . , G, it is easy to check that the family-wise error rate of ϕ under ϑ can under the aforementioned assumptions be bounded by
with equality if every subgroup contains at least one non-associated marker. Consequently, multiplicity correction in this extreme scenario only has to be done with respect to the number G of subgroups which is typically much smaller than the number M of markers and a relaxed Bonferroni-type significance threshold for controlling the FWER is given by α/G ≥ α/M.
An intuitive generalization of these simple considerations to cases in which correlation among markers is not perfect, but of arbitrary strength, is given by the Cheverud-Nyholt method for quantification of the "effective number of tests", i. e., for calculating the denominator M eff. in a Bonferroni-type adjustment or the exponent in aŠidák-type adjustment of the local significance levels, respectively. The formula for M eff. as proposed in Cheverud (2001) and Nyholt (2004) can be expressed as (see Moskvina and Schmidt, 2008 )
The numbers r i j in (2) are measures of correlation among markers i and j and can typically be obtained from linkage disequilibrium (LD) matrices. Linkage disequilibrium is the technical way to refer to correlations between the allelic states of different genetic markers in the same chromosome, see Lewontin and Kojima (1960) . In human populations some combinations of alleles along the same chromosome (haplotypes) occur at frequencies that are different from what would be expected out of random combinations of the markers' allelic frequencies. These correlations between markers "effectively" reduce the number of tests performed with different markers. Despite its simplicity and intuitive character, the Cheverud-Nyholt method can not be recommended in practice, because any LD-matrix contains many values r i j = 0 by definition of the linkage disequilibrium (marker pairs from different chromosomes have LD-coefficient equal to zero) and due to the fact that LD can only be calculated in a limited window size. These structural zeros result in very conservative (large) values of M eff. in practice.
A refined measure K eff. of the effective number of tests has been derived by Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) . The authors prove that for a given LD-matrix there exists a tuple (K eff. , α loc. ) such that
For computation of (K eff. , α loc. ), they define r m := max j=1,...,m−1 |r jm |. The value r m quantifies the largest correlation of marker m ≥ 2 with any of the preceding markers (according to some pre-defined ordering). Now, the formula for (K eff. , α loc. ) is given by
where κ m depends on r m and α loc. . An easy-to-implement numerical approximation is given by κ m = 1 − r
. By means of iterative modification of α loc. and calculation of (3), it is possible to determine (K eff. , α loc. ) such that the FWER is controlled at the pre-defined overall significance level α.
Although not stated explicitly, the proof by Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) only considers (2 × 2)-tables in connection with the chi-squared test. However, it is possible to extend their proof to the (2 × 3)-table case in connection with the chi-squared test. Since only the sequentially maximum LD values r m are involved in computing K eff. , this estimate is more appropriate in practical situations with only partially available LD information. In case that exact tests of Fisher-type are to be performed, the method of proof in Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) and, consequently, usage of K eff. , seems not applicable. Permutation tests are a convenient alternative from the theoretical point of view, but in a genome-wide association (GWA) study with 500, 000 or one million SNPs under consideration it is often too time consuming as reported for instance in Gao et al. (2010) . Therefore, we recommend permutation based estimation of the effective number of tests only for studies with a small or moderate number of candidate SNPs to be tested according to the Fisher-type testing strategy. Since the exact size of a dataset that can still be analyzed by a permutation test strategy depends on the hardware resources available and the projected time frame for the analysis, we have to abstain from defining exact numbers for the regimes "small" and "moderate". For large M in connection with exact tests of Fisher-type, the simpleM method derived by Gao et al. (2008) making use of a principle component analysis of the composite linkage disequilibrium (CLD) correlation matrix of the markers under consideration is recommendable. In any case, for our proposed method described in Algorithm 1 below, the correlation information (quantified as an LD or CLD matrix) has to be obtained avoiding interrelation with the association structure to be examined. We will discuss possibilities to ensure this requirement in Remark 3. 
An algorithm for improved association analyses
According to the considerations in the preceding sections, we propose the following workflow for assessing association of a binary phenotype with any of the M markers from a list of M candidates. The following theorem shows that in large-scale investigations (like in a genome-wide scan) the FWER is controlled at level α by Algorithm 1 if we use the Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) method, which is favored by us. Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) In case of the Fisher-type testing methods and usage of simpleM , an analogous result can be obtained if the tuning parameter C of simpleM is chosen conservatively, cf. Gao et al. (2008) .
Theorem 1 Let assumption (4) be fulfilled and let the effective number of tests be estimated by K eff. according to
Small-scale simulation study
The assertion of Theorem 1 is an asymptotic one for the number M of markers under investigation tending to infinity. As far as exact finite FWER control is concerned, we return to the assertion of Lemma 1. We have shown that the Schweder-Spjøtvoll estimatorπ 0 estimates π 0 conservatively with respect to its first moment. In other words, on average we expect an overestimation of π 0 byπ 0 . Now, the investigations in Section 2 of Finner and Gontscharuk (2009) show that slightly modified versions ofπ 0 provide exact finite FWER control if the p-values under null hypotheses are stochastically independent. The authors propose to add a constant in its nominator making the estimator more conservative than just with respect to its first moment.
For arbitrarily dependent p-values, the situation is more complicated. However, in the association analysis case with two-sided alternatives as considered here, only positive dependency can occur. As recently studied extensively in the context of false discovery rate (FDR) theory (cf., e. g., Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) , Sarkar (2002) , , multiple tests typically behave more conservatively under positive dependency than under joint independence.
Anyhow, in order to assess the behavior of Algorithm 1 for small numbers of markers under investigation (as, for instance, in replication studies), we performed a small-scale simulation study for different (small and moderate) values of M, and with M 1 = 10 in all cases. This parameter setup has been chosen to roughly reflect the situation in Section 6.1 below. To this end, since simulation of real synthetic genetic data is a very complicated task, we made use of semi-synthetic data, meaning that we used true observed genotypes (taken from the WTCCC Crohn's disease sub-study which we will describe in Section 6.2 below), and only brought the disease indicators under experimental control. More specifically, we employed a logistic regression model with additive risk allele contributions of the form
In equation (5), the index 1 ≤ i ≤ N = 4, 688 corresponds to individuals and the index 1 ≤ j ≤ M 1 runs over the M 1 positions on the genome which have been chosen to carry information about the phenotype. In order to ensure that the M 0 positions chosen to be uninformative in these computer simulations can really fulfill this requirement, they must be uncorrelated with the M 1 positions chosen to contain the "signals". Therefore, for practical implementation, we implanted a subsequent block (in terms of the ordering of the genetic positions present in the raw data) of M 1 markers from chromosome 2 into a subsequent block of M 0 markers from chromosome 1. This ensures a realistic LD structure within both blocks. The blocks were chosen randomly, but we ensured a minor allele frequency of at least 10% at every locus included in the simulation data sets.
For ease of exposition and since these simulations shall mainly serve as a proof of principle, the regression coefficients β = (β 1 , . . . β M 1 ) t have been drawn independently and uniformly from the interval [−1, 1] and normalized such that they summed up to 0. Neither the LD structure nor the proportion π 0 is affected by the choice of β , as long as all coefficients β j are different from zero. The genotype information G i, j for individual i at locus j was coded as follows.
G i, j = 0, if the genotype of individual i at locus j equals A 1 A 1 , G i, j = 1, if the genotype of individual i at locus j equals A 1 A 2 , G i, j = 2, if the genotype of individual i at locus j equals A 2 A 2 , with A 1 denoting the wild type and A 2 denoting the risk allele (variant) at locus j. The "attenuation factor" γ in equation (5) should reflect the fact that other covariates apart from the genotype have an influence on the phenotype, too. We chose γ = 1/4 in our simulations, leading to realistic effect sizes in terms of the empirical distribution of the p-values corresponding to the M 1 informative positions (compared with the reported p-values entailing strong and moderate evidence for association in the WTCCC Crohn's disease sub-study).
For every setup (every considered value of M), we performed B = 1000 Monte Carlo repetitions of the following simulation algorithm. Finner and Gontscharuk (2009) , (c) the method from Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) , (d) Algorithm 1, to the simulated data.
Algorithm 2
Draw disease labels according to the model in equation (5).
Apply (a) the Bonferroni correction, (b) the Bonferroni plug-in method from
Record for all four methods (a) if a type I error occurred, (b) the number of truly associated positions (with the phenotype) that could be detected.
After completion of all B = 1000 Monte Carlo iterations, we estimated the family-wise error rate and the multiple power of the four concurring multiple tests by relative frequencies and means, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
For M = 50, all three data-adaptive methods behaved liberally, with Algorithm 1 showing the largest empirical exceedance of the nominal FWER level. Similarly as in Section 2 of Finner and Gontscharuk (2009) , one can calibrate either the nominator of the estimatorπ 0 or the nominal α to be utilized in Algorithm 1 for very small numbers of M such that exact control of the FWER is ensured, if a concrete genetic model can be assumed. If the latter is not the case, a simple ad-hoc adjustment of α can be based on computer simulations of the type described in the present section and by noticing that t * is a linear function of α. However, it has to be warned that this type of adjustment does not imply a strict (mathematically proven) guarantee for FWER control. This is a drawback of all data-adaptive procedures that implicitly rely on asymptotic theory like the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem. Table 1 : Simulation results on semi-synthetic data. Abbreviation "Bonf." refers to the Bonferroni correction, "BPI" to Bonferroni plug-in, "MS" to the Moskvina and Schmidt (2008) method, and "Alg. 1" to Algorithm 1. The target FWER level was set to α = 5% in all simulations.
For M = 60 and M = 65, the liberal behavior of Algorithm 1 was still observed (with decreasing severity), but already for M = 70, it did not occur anymore and Algorithm 1 exhausted the nominal FWER level best among all four methods for M = 70, M = 75, and M = 100. If one would change the distribution of the vector β of regression coefficients such that most p-values corresponding to alternatives are close to the decision boundary t * , one could construct situations in which exhaustion of the FWER level also translates in a more pronounced way into gain in multiple power. 
Remark 4 All simulations in this section
Computational details
The main computational complexity of the algorithm described in Section 3.4 originates from the necessity to traverse all tablesx with given marginals n in order to compute realized randomized p-values in the second step of Algorithm 1, because the ordering induced by Q(·) or f (·|n), respectively, cannot be utilized in a straightforward way, meaning that it is hardly possible to determine the set ofx's to be summed over explicitly.
To derive a feasible implementation, we first notice that the logarithmic conditional probability of observing x given n can be expressed as ln( f (x|n)) = A(n) − B(x) with A(n) = ∑ n∈n ln(Γ(n + 1)) − ln(Γ(N + 1)) and B(x) = ∑ x∈x ln(Γ(x + 1)). Thereby, Γ(x) = ∞ 0 t x−1 exp(−t)dt denotes the Gamma function. This decomposition in a term only depending on n and another term only depending on x is extremely helpful, because A(n) can be pre-computed before iterating over thex's. Moreover, the transformation with the natural logarithm stabilizes computations and protects against integer overflow. The additive structure of ln( f (x|n)) has the additional merit that it can be evaluated very efficiently by computer software, especially MATLAB, which provides the fully vectorized function gammaln for evaluating the logarithmic Gamma function.
For implementing the iterations over the possible tablesx, it is essential to notice that, given n, each (2 × 2) table x is already uniquely defined by the entry x 11 . All other entries of x can be calculated from x 11 and n. This means, a single loop over the possible values of x 11 suffices to traverse all tables. In the (2 × 3) table situation, a double loop over x 11 and x 12 is sufficient. Furthermore, one can restrict the number of tables to be traversed even further by incorporating all constraints on the entries of thex's given by the marginals n. More specifically, in the (2 × 2) table situation, x 11 has to be a member of the set {max(0, n 1. − n .2 ), . . . , min(n 1. , n .1 )}. In case of a (2 × 3) table, it necessarily holds x 11 ∈ {0, . . . , min(n 1. , n .1 )} and (as soon as the value of x 11 is fixed) x 12 ∈ {max(0, n 1. − n .2 − x 11 ), . . . , min(n 1. − x 11 , n .1 )}.
As supplementary material, we provide four efficient MATLAB routines for calculating (non-)randomized p-values p Q and p Fisher for both (2 × 2) and (2 × 3) tables upon request. We like to acknowledge Giuseppe Cardillo's implementation myfisher23, cf. Cardillo (2007) , which already features many of the aforementioned implementational tricks except some restrictions on x 11 and x 12 and the computation of realized randomized p-values. Furthermore, corresponding R routines will be included in the next release of the µTOSS software system for multiple comparisons by Blanchard et al. (2010) .
Performance on real-life datasets
Replication study by Herder et al. (2008), type II diabetes endpoint
The study reported by Herder et al. (2008) aimed at replicating genetic variants conferring an increased type II diabetes risk in a population in Southern Germany. To this end, M = 44 SNPs on ten different genes were considered. In the "Results" section, the authors state that a "(conservative) Bonferroni correction for 10 genes" leads to a FWER-controlling multiple test procedure for this dataset. Setting the FWER level to α = 5%, this correction means that a threshold of 0.005 has to be used for raw marginal p-values. However, the claimed conservativeness is only guaranteed in the artificial situation we discussed at the beginning of Section 3.3, i. e., if all markers within a gene are perfectly correlated (r 2 i j = 1). We re-analyzed the data according to Algorithm 1. Before discussing the results it is worth mentioning that the original study performed allelic (odds ratio-based) tests with simultaneous adjustment for covariates gender, age and body-mass index. Since a deep discussion about the validity of Algorithm 1 in case of adjustment for covariates is way beyond the scope of our work, we abstained from adjusting for covariates and only analyzed the genetic component of the associations. However, as shown in Table 2 , adjustment for covariates changes p-values and odds ratios only marginally so that it seems justified not to consider adjustments here. For shortness of presentation, we only include the 13 SNPs on chromosomes 3 and 6 in Table 2 ; the results for the remaining 31 SNPs are very similar and can be found in Appendix IV. Utilizing LD information from HapMap (population 'CEU'), we applied the Moskvina-Schmidt method for computing the effective number of tests and obtained K eff. = 16.73. As expected (different chromosomes involved in the analysis), the Cheverud-Nyholt method leads to a very conservative estimation of M eff. = 40.63. Notice that incorporating the effective number of tests alone does not reduce multiplicity to the "Bonferroni regarding number of genes"-type threshold mentioned before. However, additional estimation of the proportion of uninformative markers leads toπ 0 = 0.4545 and, altogether, Algorithm 1 leads to the threshold t * = 0.0066 for the raw p-values. Even if we would calibrate the nominal FWER level to be employed in Algorithm 1 in such a way that our simulations indicate that the target FWER level of α = 5% is strictly kept for this small number of M = 44, the corresponding new threshold would still exceed 0.005. In summary, our proposed method confirms the heuristic argumentation in Herder et al. (2008) and endorses that the CDKAL1 gene has been replicated in their study. Barras et al. (2010) .
SNP
WTCCC dataset, Crohn's disease endpoint
Here, we demonstrate the usefulness of our new method for the case of a genomewide association analysis. To this end, we re-analyzed the dataset for Crohn's disease as part of The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) study, cf. The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (2007), consisting of 455, 086 SNPs and 4, 688 individuals (after quality control). Our proposed workflow in the GWA case consists of two stages, a screening and a validation stage, as already considered by Evans et al. (2009) , for example. To this end, we performed the following procedure on the data.
(i) Split the WTCCC Crohn's disease sample randomly into two halves, but keeping the ratio cases / controls constant in both subsamples. (ii) Consider the first sub-sample and apply an FDR-controlling (screening) criterion to generate a list of candidate SNPs (there will be false positives in this list). (iii) Apply Algorithm 1 to the second subsample, but only considering the detected candidate SNPs from the first subsample.
Our analysis can be regarded as a confirmatory pseudo-experiment consisting of the two stages mentioned before. Of course, if all data are available for a combined analysis, we do not recommend to split it. The aforementioned procedure shall only mimic our target situation where a two-stage data ascertainment design has been planned beforehand in order to pre-screen a set of candidate markers. Such a data analysis strategy is often chosen in practice. In such a design, it would statistically not be valid to combine the data for the pre-screened markers for final analysis. The reasons that we used the data from the WTCCC study for this illustrative purpose are that these data are well-known, of validated high quality and consisting of many individuals.
In step (ii) of our analysis, we set the FDR level to q = 1/2, meaning that we expect half of the output positions truly non-associated, but also ensuring that most of the truly associated positions should be present in the output list. Indeed, application of the FDR criterion with this parameter led to an adjusted threshold of 0.0026 for realized randomized p-values from the first sub-sample and selected (almost) a superset of size 1, 778 of the SNPs reported as associated with Crohn's disease in Tables 3 and 4 Table 4 of The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (2007) could not be detected using the FDR criterion.
In step (iii), we made use of LD coefficients computed from all controls (which is valid, because there is no interrelation with the phenotype). For assessing the stability of K eff. , we first performed computation of the effective number of tests twice in the entire sample, once for LD computed in a window size of 10 kilobases and once for a 100 kilobases window. Usage of a 10 kilobases window resulted in an estimated effective number of tests of K eff. = 346, 167.96 and utilizing the more informative LD-values in the 100 kilobase window led to K eff. = 329, 079.66. For determining the final threshold for the 1, 778 p-values corresponding to the positions selected in step (ii) and computed from the second sub-sample in step (iii), we used the 100 kilobase window and obtained K eff. = 1, 350.45. Additionally, we computedπ 0 (1/2) = 0.820 as already mentioned in the discussion of Figure  1 and arrived at a multiplicity-adjusted threshold t * = 4.515 × 10 −5 for p-values originating from the second sub-sample (the FWER level was set to α = 0.05 as in the original publication).
As shown in Table 3 , the final output dataset consists of 24 genetic positions that could be detected to have a significant association with Crohn's disease and is in good concordance with the results obtained by The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (2007).
Discussion
First, we discuss briefly how to choose between the two concurring marginal testing strategies described in Section 2.2. Common knowledge among statisticians and practitioners seems to be, on the one hand, that even for larger sample sizes, exact tests of Fisher-type tend to behave conservatively. On the other hand, chi-squared tests are considered inappropriate for small sample sizes, because they originate from asymptotic considerations and because the chi-squared statistic Q is very sensitive with respect to small expected cell counts e rc in its denominator. However, these two general properties of the Fisher and the chi-squared tests are of qualitative character and they do not yet allow for the choice of a testing strategy for a concrete dataset at hand. A quantitative assessment of the degree of conservativeness of Fisher's exact test can be found in Crans and Shuster (2008) . The authors also provide a numerical remedy by tabulating adjustment constants leading to an exhaustion of the (marginal) significance level by Fisher's exact test. Lydersen et al. (2009) Second, a question of practical interest is: how much gain can be expected by applying Algorithm 1 in comparison with estimation of the effective number of tests alone, for example? For instance, it may be argued that for large-scale GWA studies in which only a tiny proportion of SNPs are expected to be associated with the phenotype, the multiplicity reduction proposed in Section 3.4 will mainly be due to the incorporation of the effective number of tests and that the additional estimation of the proportion of true null hypotheses will only yield a negligible additional contribution. Although this is true, an association analysis for a yet completely unexplored phenotype typically consists of two stages: a screening and a validation stage (meant here to be carried out under the scope of one study). Our workflow proposes utilizing the same LD information (obtained from the control samples or from an external reference database) in both stages. This is especially useful if the validation data set is of much smaller sample size, making correlation estimates less stable than in the first analysis phase. The latter contradicts the notion that the second phase will provide more reliable statistical evidence. Moreover,π 0 (λ ) will typically be small in the validation phase, giving rise to a notable increase in multiple power in comparison to mere determination of the effective number of tests. This has been demonstrated by re-analyzing a replication study in Section 6.1 and the WTCCC data for Crohn's disease in Section 6.2.
A further point worth discussing may be the question whether FDR control is more appropriate than FWER control for genetic studies and how our methodology relates to FDR control. Finner et al. (2010) describe the usage of realized randomized p-values andπ 0 (λ ) in connection with an FDR-based analysis for HardyWeinberg equilibrium. In such a case, type II error control (not to include too many markers with a lack of genotyping quality in the analysis) is of much higher importance than in the association test situation considered here, especially if no independent replication study is possible or desired. The FWER thus seems the more natural criterion in our setup. However, utilizing realized randomized p-values also in the fifth step of Algorithm 1 in the screening stage of a study might be appropriate if a following validation stage is planned beforehand. This is due to the fact that the final decisions are only made in this second (validation) stage. From a methodological point of view, the open question with respect to a possible transfer of our considerations to FDR-controlling multiple test procedures is how the effective number of tests can be incorporated appropriately in the classical linear step-up (LSU) test by Benjamini and Hochberg, for example. As shown in , positive correlations of medium magnitude lead to a very conservative behavior of the LSU test, and a natural consequence of our work seems to adjust the FDR level q by a factor depending on the effective number of tests and the proportion of true nulls. However, the FDR is defined as the expected value of the ratio of two dependent random variables and its value is therefore not necessarily increasing in the value of the nominator. This imposes technical problems which have not yet been resolved. Storey et al. (2004) have introduced an adjustment only making use ofπ 0 (λ ), but additional consideration of the effective number of tests has to our knowledge not been treated in the literature yet.
Finally, it will be interesting to explore how adjustment for covariates such as age, gender or socio-economic variables can influence the correlation structure assessment. This topic was briefly raised in Section 6.1, but goes beyond the scope of our work and is devoted to future research.
Appendix I: Bias of the Schweder-Spjøtvoll estimator
In order to compute the bias ofπ 0 (λ ), we have to calculate
To this end, we decompose
Due to the defining property of a p-value, i. e., P ϑ (p i ≤ λ ) ≤ λ for all i ∈ I 0 , it holds E ϑ [F M (λ )] ≤ π 0 λ + M −1 ∑ i∈I 1 P ϑ (p i ≤ λ ). Abbreviating
leading to S ≤ + S > = 1 − π 0 , we immediately obtain that E ϑ [π 0 (λ )] ≥ (1 − λ ) −1 × (S > + π 0 (1 − λ )) by substituting 1 = S ≤ + S > + π 0 in the second factor of (6). Thus, the bias ofπ 0 (λ ) is lower-bounded by
whereby the first inequality in (7) Table 4 : Remaining odds ratios and p-values for the replication study by Herder et al. (2008) 
